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Abstract
Micromagnetic beads are widely used in biomedical applications for cell separation, drug delivery, and hypother-
mia cancer treatment. Here we propose to use self-organized magnetic bead structures which accumulate on fixed
magnetic seeding points to isolate circulating tumor cells. The analysis of circulating tumor cells is an emerging
tool for cancer biology research and clinical cancer management including the detection, diagnosis and monitoring of
cancer. Microfluidic chips for isolating circulating tumor cells use either affinity, size or density capturing methods.
We combine multiphysics simulation techniques to understand the microscopic behavior of magnetic beads interacting
with Nickel accumulation points used in lab-on-chip technologies. Our proposed chip technology offers the possibility
to combine affinity and size capturing with special antibody-coated bead arrangements using a magnetic gradient field
created by Neodymium Iron Boron permanent magnets. The multiscale simulation environment combines magnetic
field computation, fluid dynamics and discrete particle dynamics.
Keywords: biomedical application, magnetic particle interaction, lab-on-chip, YADE, FEMME, Comsol, CTC,
particle-in-cell
1. Introduction
The analysis of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) supports the monitoring of tumor growth and can be used to control
the success of therapies. Microfluidic chips help to detect, to identify and to count these cells in peripheral blood.
First time observed in 1869 [1] it becomes possible to gain a better understanding of how metastases form through the
analysis of circulating tumor cells with the advance of technology platforms. Due to their rare appearance existing
microfluidic filters [2] cannot find every single CTC in the blood flow. In these devises the distinct properties (size,
affinity, density) of the tumor cells are used to filter them. The technical challenge is to detect, count and isolate one
CTC over one billion cells [3] (1–100 tumor cells per ml blood).
A promising approach from Saliba et al. uses self organizing chains of ferromagnetic biofunctionalized beads [4].
An array of magnetic traps are prepared by microcontact printing in a microfluidic channel. Single particle chains
line up which create a sieve like structure. This method has a limitation of flow rate due to decreasing stability with
higher velocity. Our proposed chip technology uses very thin Nickel seeding points with a diameter several times
larger then the bead diameter. In this work we will analyze the microfluidic behavior of softmagnetic beads attracted
by this seeding points in multiphysics simulations.
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Figure 1: Multiscale simulation environment:
A) Magnetic field source: N permanent magnets B) Zoom into the microfluidic chip: Hexagonal array of Ni seedings points (light
green - area of interest) C) Trajectories of softmagnetic particles D) Areas of interest: Magnetic field from permanent magnets and
Ni discs for a closed simulation box filled with softmagnetic beads.
Multiscale simulation environment
A microfluidic chip (Fig. 1A) is placed on top of a single or multiple permanent magnets. On the bottom of
the chip a hexagonal array of Nickel cylinders is placed. The cylinders act as a accumulation point (seeding point)
for softmagnetic particles in the fluid flow. When applying the permanent magnets on the microfluidic chip the
softmagnetic particles self-organize according to the field created by the seeding points and the permanent magnets.
The behavior of magnetic beads close to a single seeding point is discussed in Section 3.3.
Cuboidal or cylindrical NdFeB permanent magnets are the magnetic source for the given scenario. Akoun [5]
showed the analytic calculation of the magnetic field created by a cuboidal permanent magnet. Derby [6] did the
same for cylindrical permanent magnets. To get a higher magnetic field ~H several magnets are combined having
superposition of the field values (Fig. 1A)
In order to reduce simulation time and computational cost we are focusing on special areas in the microfluidic
channel. Fig. 1B shows the microfluidic chip with the seeding point array at the bottom. The light green seeding
points will be taken into account for further investigation. The simulation boundaries are set according to the results
of Section 3.1.
The magnetic field ~H magnetizes the interacting seeding points. They create a highly non-homogeneous magnetic
field in the microfluidic chip. Fig. 1D shows the simulation area close to a single seeding point. Softmagnetic particles
are randomly filled into the simulation box and interact with each other, the permanent magnets and the seeding points.
Looking at a larger scale the trajectories of the magnetic beads to the seeding points are calculated with the
software package Comsol [7] (Fig. 1C) . The particle distribution, i.e. the number of beads close to a single seeding
point, depends on the fluid velocity, the applied magnetic field, the chip geometry as well as the seeding material.
2. Methods
2.1. Magnetic particle dynamics
Under the influence of a magnetic field a magnetic moment m is created in every particle. With the moments of
two nearby beads and the distance r we got a formulation (Eqn. 1) of the interaction force Fi for bead 2 and vice versa
for bead 1 [8].
~F1→2 =
3µ0
4πr5
[
(~m1 · ~r)~m2 + (~m2 · ~r)~m1 + (~m1 · ~m2)~r − 5(~m1 · ~r)(~m2 · ~r)
r2
~r
]
(1)
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magnetic particles
diameter dbead 10 µm
mass magnetization σ 25–35 A m2 kg-1
cyl. permanent magnets
diameter dmag 60 mm
height hmag 5 mm
gap to chip gmag 0.5–100 mm
magnetic polarization Js 1.6 T
Ni seeding points
diameter seeding point dseed 300 µm
height seeding point hseed 1–100 µm
gap between seeding points gseed 50 µm
unaxial anisotropy constant K1 5.7 kJ m-3
magnetic polarization Js 0.62 T
exchange constant A 90 pJ m-1
Gilbert damping constant α 0.1
simulation box
geometry lsim × wsim × hsim 500 × 500 × 100 µm
grid length lg,sim 5 µm
Table 1: Parameters of the simulation environment
The gradient force ~Fg (Eqn. 2) on a bead is given by the negative gradient of the energy of the magnetic dipole
moment ~m in the field ~B. Eqn. 2 shows the 3-dimensional vector with the assumption of homogeneous magnetization
inside the beads (∂~r ~m = 0).
~Fg = ∇(~m · ~B) =

mx∂xBx + my∂xBy + mz∂xBz
mx∂yBx + my∂yBy + mz∂yBz
mx∂zBx + my∂zBy + mz∂zBz
 (2)
In our preliminary work we assumed that the external field is inhomogeneous only in one dimension and also the
field itself has only a single direction [9]. This assumption reduces computational time a lot. We derived only the
z-field in y-direction leaving a resulting force Fg,z = mz∂yBz. But if we want to have a complex magnetic field from
several permanent magnets and thin Ni discs, we have to consider all 3 dimensions.
During simulation this force could be calculated in every timestep for every single bead which slows down the
simulation. Another possibility is the initial calculation of the external field ~H and its derivatives ∂iB j at the beginning
of the simulation in a Cartesian grid. And during the simulation this fixed values are interpolated according to the real
bead position in the grid.
We implemented both methods, the direct calculation in every timestep, and the particle-in-cell method for faster
computation in the open-source particle simulator YADE [10].
2.2. Particle-in-cell method
The particle-in-cell method works with a fixed Cartesian grid (Fig. 2a). In our case the simulation box in Fig.
1D is the boundary of the particle simulation and contains the fixed grid with uniform grid length lg,sim. Before the
actual simulation of interacting magnetic beads, initial values for the external field ~H and all derivatives ∂iB j need to
be calculated in every single grid node. To get the magnetic field values in the grid several steps are performed.
1. Analytic calculation of the magnetic field from permanent magnets at seeding points of interest using [5] for
cuboidal and [6] for cylindrical permanent magnets.
2. Numerical calculation of the field ~H in every grid point of the simulation box using the finite element micro-
magnetic package FEMME [11]. The amount of seeding points taken into account for the field calculation in
the simulation box are derived in Section 3.1.
3
3. Numerical differentiation of the grid to get all values of ∂iB j using three point formulas [12]. Eqn. 3 shows a
common three point formulation that includes the point before (xi − lg,sim) and after (xi + lg,sim) the calculated
point x (centered difference formula). At the edge points Eqn. 4 is used as there are no points outside the grid
(forward or backward difference formula). Eqn. 3 and 4 generate a second-order accurate approximation with
a truncation error of O(l2g,sim).
∂iB j(xi) ≈
B j(xi + lg,sim) − B j(xi − lg,sim)
2lg,sim
(3)
∂iB j(xi) ≈
−3B j(xi) + 4B j(xi ± lg,sim) − B j(xi ± 2lg,sim)
2lg,sim
(4)
(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) Fixed Cartesian grid with magnetic particles. (b) Interpolation of field and derivatives according to particle position.
During the simulation in every timestep the following tasks are performed to get the magnetic induced force on the
beads
1. Interpolate magnetic field ~H and derivatives ∂iB j for every single magnetic bead according to position in grid
cell using tricubic interpolation (Eqn. 5 and Fig. 2b).
f (x, y, z) =
3∑
i, j,k=0
ai jkxiy jzk (5)
2. Calculate magnetic moment in every single bead ( ~M = χ ~H) using interpolated field ~H from the grid
3. Calculate and add force on bead due to magnetic particle interaction (Eqn. 1)
4. Calculate and add force on bead due to magnetic gradient field (Eqn. 2) using interpolated derivatives ∂iB j from
the grid
The simulation takes into account the influence from the permanent magnets and the seeding points onto the
magnetic grid at the beginning of the simulation. There is no change of magnetic grid values from magnetic beads or
seeding points during the simulation run. Eqn. 1 handles bead-bead interactions, therefore the grid node values stay
the same. Regarding the change of magnetic field originated by the interaction of magnetic beads and the seeding
points Section 3.2 gives the answer. There is only little change of magnetic field in the seeding points caused by the
interacting magnetic beads, hence the resulting magnetic field can be neglected.
2.3. Particle trajectories
This work focuses on the magnetic particle behavior close to the seeding points. In order to understand the
particle flow towards the point of interest (Fig. 1C) the simulation environment could be enlarged, which would need
enormous computational power. Another possibility was proposed from members of our project consortium [13].
They calculate the particle trajectory with the Lagrange equation in COMSOL multiphysic [7]. 2D simulations and
more realistic 3D simulations are possible.
ρpVp
d~up
dt = Cd
ρf Ap
2
|~uf − ~up|(~uf − ~up) + ~F (6)
The Lagrange equation (Eqn. 6) incorporates the velocity from the particle relative to the fluid ~uf − ~up, all other
forces ~F coming basically from magnetic gradient fields and particle properties (density ρp, volume Vp). Solving this
equation allows to predict the particle movement inside the microfluidic device and the distribution along the seeding
points.
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3. Results
3.1. Seed-Seed-Interaction
We will investigate the center of the array where the magnetic field from the permanent magnets points nearly only
into z-direction (Fig. 1B). The light green areas at the inflow and the outflow are influenced by all three magnetic field
components. Hy and Hz components are equal for inflow and outflow whereas Hx values are mirrored at the z-axis.
Therefore only the inflow or the outflow need to be considered in the simulation as one side is just the reflected copy
of the other one.
The simulation box for the magnetic bead simulation (Fig. 1D) is placed on top of a seeding point in the area of
interest. Neighboring seeding points interact with the center Ni disc. The magnetic field ~H at several positions inside
the center seed is summed up from the analytically calculated field ~Hi of varying neighboring seeds. They are assumed
to have maximum magnetic polarization J = Js = 0.62 T. With increasing distance to the center seed, i.e. after the
second circle of seeding points, the influence gets insignificant. Therefore the field calculation for the simulation box
done with FEMME is limited to 18 surrounding seeding points
3.2. Bead-Seed-Interaction
The particle-in-cell method requires field and derivatives calculation at the beginning of the simulation in every
grid point of the simulation box. During simulation the grid values could be changed due to magnetized objects
(beads, seeding points) inside the simulation environment. The interaction of magnetic beads is already handled with
Eqn. 1. Seeding points could create a significant change of the magnetic field. Without magnetic beads the field
created by the seeding points is caused only by the applied permanent magnets and the interaction with other seeding
points.
Interacting magnetic beads create again a magnetic field that changes magnetization inside the seeding points.
The maximum field created by magnetic beads is insignificant (100 times smaller) compared to the field created by
the permanent magnets. The theoretical amount of magnetic beads in the simulation box is more than 40 000 beads,
which we will never get, because we want to create a filter structure for circulating tumor cells.
3.3. Magnetic beads close to seeding point
Simulations with 1 permanent magnet (parameters from Table 1) with a certain distance to the chip (gmag = 10 cm)
does not essentially move the magnetic beads. Only little bead agglomerations occur without a significant influence
of the Ni seeding points. Moving the permanent magnet closer to the chip increases the field at the seeding array.
Consequently the field gradient increases too, let the beads start to interact more. The strength of the permanent
magnet field gradient compared to the gradient created by the magnetized seeding points prevents the interaction with
the seeds. Magnetic bead chains are created independent of the subjacent Ni array (gmag = 0.5 mm, Fig. 3a). In
between gmag = 10 cm and gmag = 0.5 mm the beads undergo a smooth transition from little agglomerations to chains,
never influenced by the seeding points.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Simulation box filled with softmagnetic beads. Resulting bead structures from 1 permanent magnet in 0.5 mm distance
to the microfluidic chip (a) and from a homogeneous magnetic field (Bz = 0.45 T) (b) with subjacent Ni seeding array.
In order to have filter structures specially tuned with the Ni array the strong magnetic field gradient of the perma-
nent magnet needs to be erased. Permanent magnets with a lower magnetic polarization Js do not change this fact.
Applying a homogeneous magnetic field (∇~B = 0) fulfills the requirement for tuning the filter device (e.g. from a
horseshoe magnet or Halbach-cylinder [14]). Fig. 3b shows the strong interaction from the magnetic beads close to
the seeding points. They align according to the field lines from the array. A similar result is expected replacing the Ni
seeds using micro-patterning of permanent magnets [15] without applying an external field.
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4. Conclusion
Circulating tumor cells are captured due to mechanical or affinity properties. In this work we try to combine both
methods with softmagnetic bead arrays. Other than in our preliminary work [9], where magnetic beads self-organize
just by a magnetic gradient field and the fluid flow, the arrangement is guided with a regular pattern of thin Ni discs.
The array is magnetized with applied NdFeB permanent magnets or homogeneous magnetic fields. To understand
the behavior of the beads in the microfluidic device a simulation environment combining macro- and microscale was
developed. Analytical field calculations of the applied permanent magnets are the base for numerical analysis of the
seeding array. The importance of field strength is shown on the dominant magnetization of the thin Ni discs as well
as the neglectable field from bead agglomerations acting on the seeding points.
Magnetic particle dynamics with a large number of beads can get computational expensive. It can be controlled
by limiting interaction radii of every single bead. Calculation of magnetic field in every single bead is also time
consuming. Therefore a particle-in-cell method was implemented into the simulation environment. Thus the field
calculations from permanent magnets and Ni seeding points do not need to be calculated in every timestep. During
initialization of the simulation a regular grid is filled with magnetic field values. Additional numerical derivatives
complete the Cartesian grid. During simulation magnetic field values and derivatives for every single bead are gained
through tricubic interpolation.
Resulting softmagnetic bead structures have shown to be independent on the Ni array using permanent magnets
as external field source. High magnetic field gradients suppress relatively weak seeding field gradients. Ni patterns
affect the resulting bead structure much more using a homogeneous field source. The investigation of the microfluidic
device can be extended using different materials and geometries.
Which particular setup is most suitable for filtering CTCs need to be examined in further studies. Blood flow
simulations (see preliminary work for details [9, 16, 17]) help to improve the design of the device for optimal bead
arrangements.
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